
 

 

 

About This Report  
 
Report Scope and Profile   
  
With the Intel 2009 Corporate Responsibility Report, we aim to provide stakeholders 
with a balanced view of our corporate responsibility strategy and performance for 
Intel’s worldwide operations during fiscal year 2009 (ended December 26, 2009). Our 
previous report was published in May 2009.  
  
We prepared this report using the Global Reporting Initiative* (GRI) G3 Sustainability 
Reporting Guidelines, and self-declare the report to the GRI Application Level A. A 
GRI Content Index is provided in this appendix. Additional information about Intel’s 
operations and financial statements is available in our 2009 Annual Report and Form 
10-K.  
  
We produce our Corporate Responsibility Report in Portable Document Format (PDF). 
A printed executive summary of the report is available by request. Our sites around the 
world translate and customize the content of the executive summary for local 
stakeholders. For a high-level overview of corporate responsibility, supporting 
documents, past reports, and our new customized Report Builder tool, visit our 
Corporate Responsibility Report web site.  
  
Our Corporate Responsibility Report does not include performance information for 
Intel’s joint ventures or firms included in Intel Capital’s investment portfolio, unless 
specified. This year’s report does not reflect any significant changes in reporting scope 
compared to our previous report. Principles and policies apply to all officers and 
employees of Intel and its subsidiaries, unless otherwise noted. Environmental, health, 
and safety data includes widely accepted parameters and units. Financial data is 
presented in U.S. dollars.   
  
Corporate-wide emissions are calculated using the Climate Leaders Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) Inventory Guidance, which defines how U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) Climate Leader partner companies account for and report their GHG emissions. 
This Guidance is based on the existing GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and 
Reporting Standard developed by the World Resources Institute and the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development.  
  
Send questions, comments, or feedback to Suzanne Fallender, Director of CSR 
Strategy and Communications, or Michael M. Jacobson, Director of Corporate 
Responsibility, Intel Corporation, 5000 W. Chandler Blvd., CH7-301, Chandler, AZ 
85226 USA. You can also use our web-based feedback form or the CSR@Intel blog to 
contact our Corporate Responsibility team.  
 
 

   
Approach to Report Assurance  
  
  
The information in our Corporate Responsibility Report is subject to internal 
reviews and, for selected content, external reviews. On a regular basis, we 
validate the management systems and processes used to collect the data. We 
have maintained a multi-site ISO 14001 certification for our manufacturing 
locations since 2001, which requires independent third-party audits at many of 
our sites each year. Intel Ireland is also accredited to the IS 393 Energy 
Management Standard certification.  
  
As a member of the EPA Climate Leaders program, our GHG emissions data 
is reviewed against the Climate Leaders GHG Inventory Guidance, which 
includes reviews of our emissions inventory data and our progress in reaching 
our GHG emissions goal. As part of our membership in the Chicago Climate 
Exchange, our annual emissions reports are verified by the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority. Finally, our operations in Ireland are covered by the 
European Union Emissions Trading Scheme.  
  
For our 2004–2007 reports, we worked with a team of MBA students, under 
the guidance of a professor, to procure external assurance, using the AA1000 
Materiality standard. Based on stakeholder feedback received during our 
outreach efforts and our analysis of the costs and benefits of available external 
assurance options, we have not undertaken separate assurance for our 2008 
or 2009 reports beyond the data verification and external review measures 
outlined above. We will evaluate trends in assurance and other external 
verification measures, as well as input from our stakeholders, on an annual 
basis to ensure that our approach continues to meet the needs of our 
stakeholders. We invite readers to provide feedback on this topic to inform our 
assurance strategy for the 2010 report.  
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Click on          to see a list of questions and answers for this assurance statement. 
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1-4 Questions & Answers
Question 1: Starting on the left hand side under Report Scope and Profile, can you determine if Intel used a reporting guideline to prepare its report.Answer: the Global Reporting Initiative G3 guidelines.Question 2: To which level is the report prepared and what does the level mean?Answer: Intel’s report was prepared to Level A, which means it included more indicators than the B or C level, not that it is necessarily of a higher quality, unless more indicators means more information, indicating a higher quality of report.  To determine report level, the company can self-declare the reporting level or have another organization check the reporting level to ensure that the company meets all the requirements of that level.  Intel chose to self-declare its reporting level.Question 3: What is the scope of the report?  Are any of Intel’s operations excluded from the report?Answer: The scope of the report is clearly defined:  the report does NOT include performance information for joint ventures unless specified in the report.Question 4: Did Intel use any specific guidelines for reporting certain indicators?Answer:  Intel also used specific guidelines for reporting certain indicators, such as its Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.  Intel is a member of The Climate Leaders Partner companies program under the US Environmental Protections Agency (also referred to as the EPA).  Therefore Intel used the guidance provided by the EPA to calculate and report its emissions.  The guidance or guidelines provided by the EPA have been adjusted slightly but are based on the World Resources Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable Development Protocol.

5-7 Questions & Answers
Question 5: Now, on the right side under Approach to Report Assurance, can you determine if Intel uses internal controls?  Answer: Intel has the following internal controls:·  Valid information systems for reporting (could imply an internal review or audit)·  Multi-site ISO 14001 environmental management system (EMS).  An EMS is a      form of control systems for performance improvement. Question 6. a): Did Intel have any internal audits performed?Answer: The ISO 14001 EMS also undergoes external independent third party audits.  Note that Ireland has a slightly different certified management system called IS 393 Energy Management Standard, due to differences in country requirements.Question 6. b): Did Intel have any external audits performed?Answer: The accuracy of Intel’s emissions is verified by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.  This is the same as an external review on this specific indicator.Note - Intel does NOT provide an external review or assurance for the entire report only for the specific areas mentioned in a and b.Question 7: Did Intel’s assurance include any third party commentaries?Answer:  Intel engages shareholders to ensure the report contains what stakeholders expect; however, it does Not have a full-fledge stakeholder panel which provides a thorough third party commentary.For the overall report, Intel worked with a group of MBA students and a professor that followed the AA1000 Materiality assurance standard, which is a guideline for external reviewers to follow.  Although the MBA students are not professional assurance providers, they are offering a unique combination of external review as well as third-party commentaries.  Note - Intel uses its stakeholders in a variety of ways to ensure that its report is relevant to its readers.
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